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Let t be a fixed positive integer and c a real constant, 0 < c < 1/2. We prove that 
for n sufficiently large each family d of cn-element subsets of [n] having ]W] =n 
contains a t-intersecting subfamily d ' _  c A with [d'[ ~> cn(1 -o(1)) .  © 1994 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let d ~ I-n] k be a family of k-element subsets of an n-element set. Let 
f t (d)  denote the size of the largest t-intersecting subfamily d'c_d,  i.e., 
the largest subfamily such that ]A c~A'] >i t for any A, A'ed' .  Clearly, 
if k>>.(n+t)/2, then f t (d)=[d l  holds for any family d~_[n] ~. If 
d = I-n] k, the family of all k-element subsets of the n-element set, the value 
of f , (d )  is given by the well known Erd6s Ko Rado Theorem [2] which 
states that if n/> n o (k, t), k ~> t, then 
and hence for k >> t we have 
f~(N)-  INI. (1) 
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An easy averaging argument shows that the right-hand side of (1) is a 
general ower bound. That is, 
k n 
holds for any family d _c [hi k. 
In this note we show (cf. Theorem 1)that, for t fixed, if the number of 
elements of ~4, as well as their size, are linear in n, then the lower bound 
in (2) can be improved significantly, and that 
k 
L (~)~- Id l  (1 -o (1) )  (3) 
n 
holds (where o(1)--, 0 as n ~ oo). Moreover the lower bound in (3) is best 
possible. 
In what follows we use the o(1) notation to denote any function tending 
to 0 as n (here always n) tends to or. We sometimes write g~(n)~g2(n) 
in place of gl/g2= 1-o(1)  or 1+o(1).  
RESULTS 
We deal with families s~¢ __ In] k, ]sJ I - -m with both k and m linear in n. 
Theorem 1 shows that for such families the lower bound in (2) can be 
improved essentially and that, perhaps surprisingly, the size of the largest 
t-intersecting subfamily does not depend heavily on t. 
THEOREM 1. Let t be a positive integer and c and d two real constants, 
0<c< 1/2, d>0.  Let ~4~_ En] k be a family with k,,~cn and ]d] =m~dn.  
Then for sufficiently large n we have f,  (d )  >~ cm( 1 - o( 1 )). 
The bound obtained in this theorem is the best possible as shown in the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION. Let t, k, and m be as above. Then there exists a family d 
with Z ( xu¢ ) <~ cm(1 - o(1 )). 
Proof of the Proposition. Let A :={ i , i+ l  ..... i+k-1} ,  i=1 ,2  ..... n, 
where addition is taken modn. If re=n, st  may be taken to be 
{A1,A2,.. . ,A,,}. In this case f ,(~c)<~k=cm. For m=dn with d<1,  
we may select a random subset ~¢' of sd= {A,A2, . . . ,A , ,} ,  where 
prob(Aie d ' )= d and these probabilities are independent for i= 1, 2 ..... n. 
The number of maximal t-intersecting subfamilies of d is bounded by a 
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polynomial in n which depends on c (e.g., for c< 1/3 this bound is ~<n). As 
each of these subfamilies has size at most cn, by applying the fact that the 
binomial distribution is sharply concentrated about the mean, we get that 
f , (d ' )  = cdn = cm with probability 1 -  o(1). 
If d> 1 one can construct a family ~¢' by adding subsets to ~¢, say 
for l<d~<2 by considering the sets .~= {i , i+ 1,..., i+k-2 ,  i+k}  and 
adding each of these sets to d with probability d -1 .  Much as in the 
previous case one can then show that the largest -intersecting subfamily of 
some such enlarged collection d '  has cardinality at most cdn. 
Note. One can modify the argument above (for d> 1) to show that 
f , (d)<<.cm(1-o(1))  as long as log(m)=o(n). Perhaps this value gives 
the right lower bound in this range. If m is exponential in n, then 
f , (~)<<,cm(1-o(1))  is no longer true for every family ~¢ of cn-element 
subsets of In] with 1~¢1 =m. For m sufficiently large the existence of 
families for which (3) is no longer valid is a consequence of the 
Erd6s-Ko-Rado Theorem. For example, it is easy to construct a family d 
of subsets of size cn with Id l  =m~2 ~n, c< 1/2 arbitrary, and e>0 
arbitrarily small, for which f~(~¢)~eZm, provided that t~> t0(c0. 
The proof of Theorem 1 makes use of the following lemma which extends 
a result of Ruzsa and Szemer6di [3]. 
LEMMA 2. For each choice of a nonnegative integer w and constants 
ct and c with 0<~< 1, c~<<.c, there exists an integer no=no(C~, c w) such 
that for all n>~no if H is a bipartite graph with vertex classes U 
and V, I UI = I V] = n,  and edge set E(H), IE(H)I = ~n 2, which is the union 
of at most cn matchings, then there exist w+ 1 of these matchings, 
Mo, M1, M2, ..., Mw, and edges of H, eo, el,e2 ..... ew, e*, e* ..... e*, such 
that eo = {x, y} e M 0 and for each j, 1 <~j<<. w, eJ, e* e Mj with ej incident 
with x and e* incident with y. 
The proof of this lemma is deferred until after the proof of Theorem 1 
which now follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let S be an n-element set, which we may take to 
be In] = {1, 2, .... n}, and let d be a family of m ~ dn subsets of S, each of 
size k~cn.  Let B be the m-element set B= {bl, b2 .... , bm}, Let H be the 
bipartite graph with vertex bipartition (S, B) and edge set E (H)= 
{{k, b i} :keAeed}.  Note that [E(H)[ ~cdn 2. 
Consider the n graphs G1, G2 ..... Gn defined as follows: For each 
integer k, 1 ~k<~n, Gk has vertex set V(Gk)=B and edge set E(Gk)= 
{{bp, bq} :k~ApnAq and ]ApnAq[ <t}. For each k, 1 <<.k<~n, let Mk be 
a maximal matching in Gk. 
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For each k and each edge e={bp, bq}eMk let D(e)={{j, bp}: 
j~ ApC~ Aq} w {{j, bq} : je  Ap~ Aq}. Note that 
(i) if b~ is incident with an edge e of Mk, then keA~ and {k, b,.} is 
in D(e). 
Define the bipartite subgraph H'  of H as follows: V(H')= V(H) and 
E(H') = E(H) - U~=I Ue~M~ D(e). 
Our proof depends on the following claim: 
(ii) If vertices bp and b u of H have a common neighbor in H', then 
lap (5 Aql >/t. 
To see that (ii) is true, suppose instead that b u and bq have a common 
neighbor in H', but that ApC~Aq= {kl,k2 ..... k,}, where s<t. Then 
{bp, bq} is an edge of Gki for each i, 1 ~< i~s, by definition of these graphs. 
Moreover, for each i, 1 ~< i~< s, at least one of bp and bq is incident in Gk, 
with some edge of the maximal matching Mk,. Let ei, p be the edge of Mki 
incident with bp, or  ei, q the edge of Mk, incident with bq. (These two edges 
may be the same if el, p -= el, q = {bp, bq}.) 
By (i) we have that {ki, bp} eD(e~.p) or {k~, bq} eD(ei.q) for each i, 
1 ~< i~< s. It follows that none of these edges are in H'. But since Ap c3 Aq =- 
{kl .... , ks}, this implies that bp and bq have no common neighbor in H', 
which contradicts our assumption and establishes (ii). 
Now let G be the graph with vertex set V(G)=B and edge set 
E(G) = 0~= ~ Mk. Suppose ]E(G)] = 6n 2 for some positive constant 6. Then 
G contains a bipartite subgraph G' with ~n 2 edges, ~>6/4,  to which 
Lemma 2 applies. By that lemma, with w = t -1 ,  G contains matchings 
* where Mk0, M~I ..... Mk, i and edges e~0, eke, ek2 ..... % 1, e~l, ek* ..... %_~, 
for some bp and bq in B, ek0 = {bp, bq } E Mko , and for each i, 1 ~< i ~< t - 1, 
% and e*~ are in M~, with % incident with bp and e~ incident with bq. By 
the definition of Gk0 it follows that ko e Ap (~ Aq and that lAp (3 Aq[ < t. 
On the other hand, since %, ek* ~ M~i for each i, 1 ~< i ~< t -  1, it follows 
from (i) that each of these k~ is in both Ap and A u. But since ko~Ap~A q 
as well, this contradicts the fact that lAp (3 Aql < t. 
Thus we have that [E(G)t = IU~=I Mk[ =o(n2). Since [D(e)[ ~<2(t- 1) 
for each eeU ~k=~ Mk, it follows that [U2=10~MkD(e)I  =O(n2) as well. 
Thus there exists a vertex k* in S which has degree l=  cdn(1 -o (1 ) )  in H'. 
The l neighbors of k* in H' correspond to 1 members of s# which by (ii) 
form a t-intersecting subfamily of ~¢. Since l = cm( 1 - o( 1 )), this establishes 
the theorem. 
It remains only to prove the lemma which was used in the argument. 
This lemma reduces in the case for w= 1 to a result of Ruzsa and 
Szemer6di for which several proofs (all based on the Regularity Lemma of 
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Szemer6di [-4]) have now been given (cf. [1, 3, 5]). Our argument for this 
case resembles that of [5]. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We proceed by induction on w, the result being 
immediate for w = 0. Assume then that the result holds for w = l. We show 
that it is also true for w = l+  1. 
Let e, c, and H be as in the statement of the lemma with the edge set 
E(H) being the union of m matching, M1, M2,  ..., Mm, m <<. cn. 
It follows from the Regularity Lemma [4-] that for each e > 0 there exist 
integers K(e) and N(e) such that for n >~ N(e) there exist partitions of the 
vertex classes of H; U= Uow U1u ... w Uk and V= Vow V1 u ... w Vk, 
where k<-..K(e), such that [Uo[, [Vo[ <en, lU l l  = [U21 . . . . .  IUk[, IV1[ = 
[V2[ . . . . .  [Vk[, and all except at most ek 2 of the pairs (Ui, Vj), 
1 <~i,j<.k, are z-regular. We apply this result with e=min{e/40, e/10c} 
(and n >/N(e)). 
The number of edges not contained in regular pairs (Ui, Vj) of density 
at least ~/4 is at most 
4 \k ]  -}-eke +2en24 4+-~ <--3-" 
By deleting all edges of H except hose between z-regular pairs of density 
at least e/4 we obtain a subgraph H'  of H with [E(H')[ >/(2c~/3)n 2. It 
follows that there exists a matching M' in H'  with at least (2c(3c)n edges. 
Let X(Y) be the subset of U(V) consisting of all vertices incident with an 
edge of M'. Note that ]XI, L Y[ >~ (2c(3c)n. 
Call a class Ui, 1 ~< i ~< k, "rich" if ] U~ c~ X[ >>. (2~/9c)(n/k), and a class Vj, 
l<<.j<~k, "rich" if IV/c~U[>~(2cc/gc)(n/k). The number of edges of M' 
which do not have one endpoint in a rich Ui and the other in a rich Vj is 
at most 
2k +2en.<tTcc+Uc) n= n< g n. 
It follows that there exists an edge {u, v} 6 M' joining a rich class U~ o to 
a rich class Vj0. Since this edge is in H' we may conclude that the pair 
(U~0, Vj0 ) is z-regular in H and has density at least ~/4 there. 
Set n'=(2cc/9c)(n/k) and let U' be a subset of UionX with u e U', 
]U'[ =n' ,  V' a subset of V~0~ Y with ve V', IV'l =n'. Since e~ct/10c< 
2~/9c, we have n '> e IU~o[, n '> e IVy01. Let H" be the bipartite subgraph of 
H'  with vertex classes U' and V' and edge set consisting of those edges of 
E(H')\M' which join U' to V'. Since (U~ 0, Vk0) was an e-regular pair, it 
follows that H" has density at least e/4-e--(1/n'),  which, with e~ct/40 
and n sufficiently large, is at least ct/5. The edges of H" are partitioned into 
at most m'= (9c2k/2,)n ' matchings. 
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By the inductive hypothesis with c~'= ~/5 and c' =9c2k/2o~ there exist 
n;=no(Cd, c', l) such that for n>~n'o the graph H" contains matchings 
Mi'o, M;~, ..., M;t and edges ei0, eil, e~ 2, ..., e,~, ei*, e~* .... , e,, with e~o = {x, y} e 
M,' o and for each j, 1 ~< j ~< l, e!,, ere M,j with e~j incident with x, e~ incident 
with y. Since x and y are in H", x is incident with an edge ei~+l and y with 
an edge e~" both in the matching M'. Since these edges are not in H", 
11+1 7 
M' ¢ M~j for any j, 0 ~< j ~< l. Each of the matchings M' and M;, 0 ~< j ~< l, 
is a subset of one of the matchings in H. The existence of these matchings 
in H and of the edges ei0, ei~, e,2, ..., ei~+~, e**, ..., e*,~+l establish the result for 
w = l+ 1 which completes the proof of the lemma. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The method of proof used in Theorem 1 allows us to show 
L(d)  > k (1 -  o(1))1~41 
n 
(4) 
only under very restrictive assumptions on k and ]all. It seems possible, 
however, that (4) remains true under more general conditions. For 
example, we do not know (even if Is¢l = n) how ft(d) changes for families 
d co_. In]  k when k = n ~ ~, 0 < e < 1/2. ~ Note that the collection of lines of a 
projective plane gives an example of a family with k ~ x/n, m = n, for which 
f t (d )= 1 for t~<2 and that therefore (4) fails to be true in thiscase. We 
can improve this somewhat and for any a >0 give (a fairly complicated) 
example of a family with m=n and k=e~logn for which 
f , (ag)  = ak = g(k/n) }sg I. 
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